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ABOUT US

1. Special Membership
    Eligible to those with Diploma and above
    in ICT related field, Computer science,
    law and investigation.
    These members have voting rights.

2. Honorary Membership
    Eligble to distinguished persons
    in the field of cyber security and cyber 
    forensics. Also awarded on merit to 
    those who have rendered valuable
    services to the Association.

3. Corporate/ Associate membership
    Eligible to Corporates Associations and
    other relevant bodies in cyber security
    and cyber forensics.

4. Student membership
   Eligible to students taking Diploma
   and above in the field enumerated under 
   special membership above.

Kenya Cyber Security and Forensics Association (KCSFA) 
is a legally registered association No. SOC/70826 under 
Societies Rules, 1968. We are approved by the
Communication Authority of Kenya and members of 
National KE-CIRT.

Our aim is to promote confidence and security in 
cyber space. 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS:



Vision
To be the preffered association for the
professionals in cyber security and 
digital forensics in Africa and beyond

To promote and protect the welfare
of cyber forensics and cyber security 
professionals. 

Mision



1. To arrange, promote, train and facilitate discussions on Cyber Security and Digital Forensics 
    in the form of seminars, workshops, conferences and educational programmes or any other
    method the association may find suitable.
2. To promote and expand knowledge and skills of its members in the fields cyber security 
    and digital forensics;
3. To champion establishment of sound policies, regulations and legislation on cyber security
    and cyber forensics.
4. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other professional bodies within and without
    the country on cyber security and cyber forensics.
5. To promote and protect the welfare and interests of the cyber security and cyber forensics 
    professionals.
6. To conduct cyber security and forensics awareness campaign and capacity building amongst 
    the three arms of government, including county governments.
7. To encourage and assist publications by its members in reputable journals, periodicals and  other
    credible platforms. 
8. Encourage members to initiate research works that are geared towards the development
    of cyber security and cyber forensics in Kenya and beyond.
8. To apply any gainful proceeds of the association on members driven initiatives based on merit
    and compelling needs.

OUR OBJECTIVES



OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
What we do

Global 
Forensic 
Services



OUR CONTACTS
P.O. Box 1257-0518 Nairobi, Kenya
Email: info@kcsfa.co.ke
Mobile: +254 798 56 92 15
http://www.kcsfa.co.ke
@kcsfa
blog.kcsfa.co.ke
@k_c_s_f_a
@kcsfa

Chieko Plaza
1st Floor RM A1 - 5A
Along Southern ByPass
Opposite Catholic Church
Kikuyu Town


